
Quantitative estimates of regional myocardial per
fusion have been obtained following the injection of
an inert radioactive gas into a coronary artery.
Xenon-i 33, the most frequently used radiotracer
for this purpose (1 ,2 ), suffers from a number of
attendant problems that affect the accuracy of the
blood-flow measurement. For example, the high so
lubility of xenon in fat results in preferential uptake
in, and slow washout from, adipose tissues. The ne
cessity of injecting xenon just before each measure
ment limits the interventions that may be studied.
Finally, the recirculation of xenon may introduce a
systematic error into the observed washout.

Jones and Matthews (3) proposed an alternative
technique for measuring tissue perfusion based on

flow-dependent changes in the observed count rate
of Kr-8 im when its parent, Rb-81 (a potassium
analogue), is incorporated in the tissue. Krypton
8i m is an inert gaswhoseclearancefrom the myo
cardium is dependent on blood flow. The steady-state
Kr-81 m count rate reflects both its production (by
decay of Rb-8i ) and washout due to blood flow.
Thus, as blood flow increases, the Kr-81m count rate
decreases. These characteristics form the basis for
potential quantification of blood flow. This variation
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Blood flow can be measured by monitoring the count rate of Krypton
81m after its parent, Rubidium-81 (a potassium analogue), has been
deposited in the tissue. The steady-state Kr-81 m count rate reflects both
production by decay of Rb-81 and washout due to blood flow. Its use is
theoretically superior to that of Xenon-133 for quantification of blood flow
(cc/mm per 100 gm) since: (1) multiple flow measurements can be ob
tamed from a single arterial injection, (2) flow-dependent changes in the
count rate of Kr-81 m provide a steady-state measure of specific flow, and
(3) errors due to uptake in fat are eliminated. The count rate of Kr-81 m
was measured as a function of flow in a dynamic phantom with a Nal
crystal, using both pure cyclotron-produced Rb-81 and commercially avail
able samples with as much as 25% contamination from Rb-82m. The phan
torn was calibrated by measuring the flow-rate constants with Xe-133. No
significant difference was found between the flow-rate constants measured
with three pure samples of Rb-81 and those measured with three contami
nated samples. The ratio of the zero-flow Kr-81 m count rate to the rate

observed in the presence of flow showed excellent correlation with calibrated
Iiowoverarangeofrateconstantsfrom0 to0.02sec1.Thisstudysuggests
that regional specific flow can be measured in vivo with currently available
Na! detecting systems after the intra-arterial injection of Rb-81.
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of the inert-gas washout technique is potentially
superior to the Xe-i 33 technique because (A) errors
due to preferential uptake in fat would be eliminated
since Rb-8 1 is distributed proportional to blood
flow; (B) multiple measurements could be made in
various projections and with various interventions
after a single arterial injection, taking advantage of
the more uniform distribution of radiotracer obtained
at rest; (C) it would provide a steady-state measure
of flow permitting long observation times and cor
respondingly small statistical uncertainties; and (D)
errors due to recirculation would be reduced by the
13-sec half-life of Kr-8 im.

Jones and Matthews felt, however, that successful
application of the method would require a high
resolution, solid-state detector in order to separate
the Kr-8im photopeak from the underlying Comp
ton continuum due to higher-energy photons. Phan

tom studies with a Ge(Li) detector and cyclotron
produced Rb-8 1 yielded accurate flow measurements
(3 ) , and localization of Rb-8 1 labeled blood cells

in the spleen allowed measurement of blood flow to
that organ, again with a Ge(Li) detector (4). How
ever, such detectors are currently impractical for
regional flow measurements. Harper et al. (5) used
8lRb-SlmKr to assess myocardial blood flow follow
ing an intravenous injection, but concluded that
measurements obtained with an Anger camera were
not sufficiently precise for clinical application. Sev
era! investigators (6â€”10) have used Kr-8im infu
sions from an slRb@8ImKr generator to visualize
relative perfusion, but this technique affords no
quantitative estimate of blood flow.

In this study, we measured flow with a Na! de
tector in a dynamic phantom using both pure cyclo
tron-produced slRb@8lmKr and commercially avail
able samples* with up to 25 % contamination with
Rb-82m.

THEORY

The slRb_SlmKr method takes advantage of the
different chemical properties of the parent and
daughter. The decay of Rb-8 1 ( 11â€”13) is shown in
Fig. 1. The final product, Kr-8 1, is stable for the
purposes of this study (T112 = 2. 1 X 10@years).
Rubidium-8l is a neutron-deficient nuclide that de
cays by positron emission and electron capture with
a half-life of 4.58 hr. Photons are emitted at 446
keV (0.232 prompt gamma rays from excited Kr-81
per@ disintegration of Rb-8 1) and 5 1 1 keV (0.615
photons per disintegration of Rb-81 ) from positron
annihilation. Its daughter, Kr-8im, decays by iso
meric transition with a half-life of 13 sec, emit
ting a photon at 190 keV (0.638 photons per dis
integration of Rb-8i ) . These gamma-ray intensities

@Rb(p,5n)Sr

IT

25m

FIG. 1. Simplifieddecayschemefor chain @Ss'@Rb-+@Kr.

( I 1) include the attrition of gamma photons due to
internal conversion. The major contaminant in com
mercial samples is Rb-82m (6.4 hr) which produces
several high-energy photons (5 11â€”i475 keV).

For any parentâ€”daughter system, the number of

atoms of the daughter that are present at time t is
given by

N2(t) = (k2 â€”k1) N1Â°(e@it _ e@,t)

+N20ek,t, (1)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to parent and
daughter, respectively. Here k1 are the decay con
stants and N1Â°are the initial numbers of atoms pres
ent. The term N2Â°e k,t represents the decay of
daughter atoms present at t = 0, and the remainder
represents the production and decay of daughter

atoms arising from decay of the parent. For the
81Rbâ€”81@'Krsystem the limiting case of secular equi
librium (k2 > > k1) is a useful approximation since
k2 = 1268 k1. Then

N2(t) = (-h) N1Â°e@it

I @Rb

EC,J3@
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81
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(2a)

and since N1Â°eit is the number of parent atoms
present at time t,

k1N1= k2N2. (2b)
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If C1 denotes the measured count rate of the i@ flu
clide in counts/minute, and if d, is the efficiency of
the detection system for the@ nuclide, then

CI = d1k1N1. (3)

The system quickly reaches equilibrium and the
count rates for Rb-81 and Kr-8 1m are equal for
equal detection efficiencies.

Consider the effect of flow on the observed count
rates. The parent, Rb-8i , is a potassium analogue
that becomes temporarily incorporated in the myo
cardial tissue. Thus, after injection into a coronary
artery, Rb-8l is distributed throughout the region
perfused by that artery; once deposited, its count
rate does not vary with changes in flow. The daugh
ter, Kr-8i m, however, is an inert gas whose regional
clearance from the myocardium is dependent on
blood flow. Some Kr-8 Im atoms will be swept from
the detector's field of view before they decay. Thus,
the Kr-8 1m count rate (C2) will be reduced by
those disintegrations that occur outside the field of
view.

In the case of monoexponential washout of the
Kr-81 m atoms at a rate given by the flow-rate con
stant kf, the total effective rate constant for the elimi
nation of Kr-81 m atoms is

kett=k2+kt. (4)

Replacing k2 and N2 in Eq. (2b) by keff and N2eff
yields

N2eff = (k2 .f kf) N1 . (5)

The number of Kr-8 1m atoms (N2eff) that are effec
tively available for decay and detection is thus re
duced as the flow-rate constant (kf) increases. The
observed count rate from Kr-81 m will be a function
of flow given by analogy with Eq. 3 as

and from Eq. 5

ict
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FIG. 2. Ge(Li)spectraof (A, top) pureRB-81producedby re
action â€œRb(p,5n)â€•Srand decay of Sr-81 to Rb.81, (B, bottom)
commercially produced Rb-81 . Energies in keV, those shown in
parentheses are due to contamination with Rb-82m.

C2 = d2k2N2eff;

C2 d2k2(k2 -f k@)N1 = d2k1N1(1 +

or

c@:C2l+k@@ (6)

where C2Â°= d2k1N1is the count rate in the absence
of flow. Equation 6 provides the theoretical basis for
measuring flow with SlRb@@mKr. The rate constant
for physical decay (k2) is known and the Kr-81m
count rates, with and without flow, are measured.

For any particular photopeak in a complex spec
trum, the distribution of counts may be approxi

mated by the expression

â€”(Hâ€”H)2
S(H)=Soex@[ 2o@2

where the Gaussian term of standard deviation@ rep
resents the distribution of pulse heights (H) about
the mean (H), and the linear term (BH + D) rep
resents the contribution from the Compton con
tinuum due to higher-energy photons. Thus, the area
under the Kr-81 m photopeak at 190 keV may be
approximated by a sum over pulse heights of the
total counts less the Compton contribution

H+@H

C2= @:[S(H)â€”(BH+D)J. (7)
H â€”

In practice it is convenient to normalize the ob
served Kr-8 1m count rate to some portion of the
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energy spectrum that does not change with flow.
The peak at 5 11 keV due to Rb-8 1 and the con
taminant Rb-82m may be used for this purpose. Nor
malization eliminates the geometric factor from the

detection efficiency, so that measurements in various
projections are independent of counting geometry.
In particular, errors arising from differences in
counting geometry between the zero-flow measure
ment and the actual distribution of nuclides in the
myocardium are avoided. The zero-flow measure
ment must, however, simulate the correct tissue
depth since the observed count rates depend on the
transmission through this tissue. Normalization also
corrects for changes in the Kr-8lm count rate due
to the slow washout of Rb-81 from the myocardium.
For example, the half-time for the washout of radio
potassium,ananalogueof rubidium,is 90 mm (14).

METHODS

Production of Rb-81. The production of pure
Rb-8i at the Harvard Cyclotron by the reaction
85Rb(p,5n)81Sr and decay of Sr-81 to Rb-81 has
been described recently (15). Powdered RbCl tar
gets, wrapped in aluminum foil, were irradiated
for 15 mm at the 70-MeV radius of the cyclotron.
The purification of Rb-8i from the RbCl target
utilized a separation technique similar to that pre
viously described for other rubidium and strontium
isotopes (16). Carrier-free Rb-8 1 of high radionu
clide purity was obtained by a two-step separation
with a neutral Al203 column following irradiation
of the RbCl target. The predominant nuclear species
after bombardment were Rb-81 (4.58 hr), Rb-82m
(6.4 hr), Rb-84m (20.4 mm), Sr-8i (25 mm),
Sr-83 (32.4 hr), and Sr-85m (68 mm). The initial
separation removed all rubidium isotopes from the

column, sacrificing that part of the Rb-81 yield due
to the direct reaction ssRb(p,p4n)sIRb but allowing
the subsequent buildup of pure Rb-8i from the decay
of Sr-81 (Fig. 1) . Rubidium-8i was then eluted from
the strontium isotopes remaining on the column.

The column consisted of a plastic disposable
syringe ( 11 mm diam. X 84 mm) fitted at the lower
end with a polyethylene disk ( 1,46 in. thick, 25@
porosity) on which was placed a 2-gm layer of
alumina. The elution was regulated by a peristaltic
pump connecting the target solution and the buffered
eluant to the column. The column was initially equil
ibrated with the NaOH eluant buffered with 0.01 M
sodium acetate for 10 mm to obtain a constant pH

of 8.6â€”8.7.Tracer studies showed that this pH range
provided optimal retention of carrier-free strontium
on the alumina column, while rubidium was eluted.
!n the first separation, the target was dissolved in
5â€”6ml of the buffered eluant, loaded onto the col

umn at a rate of I .5 ml/min, and washed with the
buffered eluant to remove all rubidium isotopes. The
elution of rubidium was essentially complete after
10 mm. The Sr-8i left on the column was allowed
to decay, with the maximum yield of Rb-81 occur
ring 90 mm (3.6 half-lives) after isolation of the
Sr-81 . At this time, the Rb-81 was eluted from the
remaining strontium isotopes in essentially pure form
(less than I % contamination from other rubidium
species). Yields for 15-mm bombardments with an
estimated beam current of I @Ahave been about
i 50 @@Ciof separated Rb-81 per gram of target ma
terial. Figure 2A shows a Ge(Li) spectrum of a
sample of Rb-8l obtained by this procedure. All
the lineswereidentifiedwith thoseof Rb-81 asde
scribed by Waters (13) . By contrast, a spectrum
of commercially obtained Rb-81 is shown in Fig. 2B.
Most of the higher-energy lines are masked by the
large amount of Rb-82m present (22% for this
sample).

The phantom. A phantom (Fig. 3) was designed
to simulate the behavior of the stRb.@@mKrcombina
tion in the myocardium after injection into a coro
nary artery. The phantom consisted of a plexiglass
chamber, partially filled with water, through which
air could be bubbled at a controlled flow rate. When
a sample of SlRb@filmKr was injected into the phan
tom, the Rb-8i ions remained in solution while the
Kr-81m quickly established an equilibrium concen
tration in the air volume and was washed out by air
flowing through the phantom. The phantom was cali
brated by monitoring the washout of Xe-i 33 at
various flow rates.

Let A(t) and W(t) be the instantaneous concen
trations of inert gas (Kr-8im or Xe-I 33) in the
phantom's air volume (V5) and water volume (V@),
respectively. If the washout process is not limited
by diffusion of inert gas from the water into the air,

To MuItith.nnsl

FlG. 3. Dynamicphantomusedto measureKr.81m countrate
asfunctionof flow.

Exhaust
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then the concentration ratio will be maintained equal
to the water: air partition coefficient (A) of the gas.
That is,

W(t) A
A(t)

where the partition coefficient (A) remains constant
as long as the temperature is constant and the con
centrations do not approach saturation. The total
activity (0) in both compartments at any time is

then

Q(t) = V@W(t) + V5A(t)

w(t)[V Val= w+TJ.

the diffusivities of krypton and xenon, and allows the
phantom to produce monoexponential washouts over
a wide range of flow rates.

Flow through the phantom was set by adjusting the
(8) micrometriccapillaryvalvet until the desiredflow

was obtained. The phantom chamber and the flow
meter operated near atmospheric pressure, independ
ent of pressure changes elsewhere in the system, thus
enhancing both the reproducibility and stability of
the washout. The resulting reproducibility, based on
the washout of Xe-i 33 from the phantom, was Â±2%
over the useful range of the flowmeter from 100 to
1900 mI/mm. After initial adjustment, no statisti

(9) cally significant change in phantom flow was ob
served over 30 mm of continuous operation. Thus,
no variation in washout rate occurred during the
acquisition of any RlRb@fllmKrspectrum (5â€”10mm.
To facilitate the diffusion of inert gas into the air
volume, the phantom manifold was designed to pro
vide vigorous bubbling. The monoexponential char
acter of the Xe-i 33 washout was demonstrated by
the linearity of the log W(t) washout curves. The
correlation coefficient was greater than 0.99 in each
case, while the uncertainty in the slope was less
than 1%.

The ratio of Kr-8im count rates (C2Â°/C2) was
measured in the dynamic phantom as a function of
flow for rate constants (kf) in the range 0 to 0.04
secâ€”1.This range corresponds to the rate constants
that could be observed with blood flow of 0â€”240
cc/mm per 100 gm, assuming a blood :tissue parti
tion coefficient of 1.0 for Kr-8im (20) and unit
density tissue. Each measurement consisted of the
acquisition of a complete (0â€”iMeV) energy spec
trum of the ShRb@fhmKrcombination in the water

(i2)

The activity removed from the phantom during an
interval of time (dt) due to a flow (F) is

dQ(t) = â€”A(t)Fdt = dW(t) [V@ + @], (10)

assuming complete and instantaneous mixing in the
air volume. Combining Eqs. 8 and 10 yields

and

dW(t) _ â€”W(t)F
dt (AVwÂ±Va)

W(t) = W0exp[(â€”Ft)(AV@ + Va)1], (ii)

where W0 is the initial concentration.
Equation i 1 describes the monoexponential wash

out of activity from the water volume in the phantom
at a rate given by

F
kt=(AVw+Va)â€¢

The phantom was calibrated by measuring k@as a
function of flow for washout of Xe-i33. A 3-in.
Nal detector was used to monitor the washout of
Xe-i 33 from the water. The rate constants (kf) were
determined by fitting an unweighted least-squares
regression line to the logarithm of the resulting time
activity curves. Because the ratio of volumes for the
phantom was V5/V@ = 1.6, the washout rates (kf)
were relatively insensitive to the differences in the
partition coefficients (1 7â€”19)of xenon (A = 0.13)
and krypton (A = 0.06) in water at 25Â°C.The rate
constants (kf) for the washout of Kr-8 1m were as
sumed to be equal to those measured with Xe-i 33,
after correction for the difference in partition coeffi
cients of the two gases in water according to Eq. 12.
The advantage of using the flow of air through liquid
to create the washout (as opposed to liquid through
liquid) is that thevigorousmixingof theair bubbles
reduces the distances through which the inert gas
(Kr-8 1m or Xe-i 33 ) must diffuse. This minimizes
any calibration errors arising due to differences in

CHANNEL
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FIG. 4. Nol spectrumof pure Rb-81 measuredin dynamic
phantom at flow rate comparable to 232 cc/mm per 100 gm. Line
above Kr-81m peak at 190 keV is height observed in absence of
flow. Crossover correction was based on linear extrapolation of
segmentbetween 250 and 300 keV.
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volume. A typical Na! spectrum obtained in the flow
measurements is shown in Fig. 4.

The Compton correction was based on a linear
extrapolation of the indicated segment of the energy
spectrum. A linear least-squares fit to the Compton
continuum from 250 to 300 keV generated the pa
rameters B and D, which were then used to calculate
the Kr-81m count rate using Eq. 7. The summation
was performed over a 20-keV window centered on
the 190-keV photopeak of Kr-8 1m. The observed
Kr-81 m count rates were normalized to the 5 11-keV
photopeak of Rb-8i in order to correct for changes
in geometry due to bubbling in the phantom.

In order to simulate the range of scatter and at
tenuation encountered in clinical applications, meas
urements were made with only the inherent attenua
tion of the phantom (@2 cm) and were repeated
with 5 cm of added tissue-equivalent material.

I
.@
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FIG. 5. Comparisonof ratiosof Kr-81m countratesmeasured
with pure (Rn) and contaminated (Re) samples. Each point repre.
sentsmean Â± S.E.M. of observed ratios at preselectedflow rate.

FIG. 6. Observedratio of Kr-8lm countrate in absenceof
flow (C20) to that with flow (C2), as function of calibrated flow rate
constant (kf). Each point is mean Â± S.E.M. Straight line is theo
retical response predicted by Eq. 6.

depths investigated. In each case the agreement for
rate constants up to 0.02 sec@ is excellent, with a
linear regression for the first four points of

R = ( 18.5 Â±0.7 sec) (k1 sec1)
+ (1.000 Â±0.009), r = 0.998,

in theminimumscattercase,and

R = (18.3 Â±0.3 sec) (kfsec1)
+ (1.003 Â±0.004), r = 0.999,

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the results ob
tamed with the contaminated commercial samples
andwith thepurecyclotron-producedsamples.Each
data point represents the mean Â±S.E.M. of the ob
served ratio (R = C20/C2) of Kr-8i m count rates
at that flow rate. A slightly higher ratio, and there
fore a higher estimate of flow, was obtained with
the commercial samples. The linear regression line
for Fig. 5 is

R@ = (0.98Â±0.01)R@ + (0.006Â±0.015),
r=0.999,

where R@and R@are the observed ratios for the pure
and commercial samples, respectively. The quoted
uncertainties are one standard deviation, and r is
the correlation coefficient. The mean flow measured
with the commercial samples was 8% higher than
with the pure samples at@ fi@'wcomparable to i 22
cc/mm per 100 gm, and was 4% higher at 232 cc!
mm per 100 gm. This small difference between the
results obtained with the pure and commercial sam
pies is probably due to differences in the Compton
distributionandcorrespondingerrorsin theCompton
correction based on a linear extrapolation.

Figure 6 shows the observed ratio (R = C20/C2)
as a function of the flow-rate constant (ks) calibrated
with Xe-I 33. Because the differences in ratios oh
tamed with pure and commercial Rb-81 were small,
the results from the pure and commercial samples
have been combined to give a single mean Â±S.E.M.
at each flow value. The straight line is the theoretical
response

R= (18.76sec)(kfsec1)+ i.0

predicted by Eq. 6. Results are shown for both tissue
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when 5 cm of tissue-equivalent material was added.
At the higher flow rates the observed ratio deviates
systematically from the predicted linear response.
The largest ratio (R = 1.825) was observed with
minimum scatter at a rate constant 12% smaller
than predicted by theory. At maximum flow, the
magnitude of the Compton correction ranged from
18% of the total counts in the 190-keV window with
a pure sample and minimum scatter, to 57 % with a
contaminated sample and maximum scatter.

DISCUSSION

At present, the inert-gas washout technique pro
vides the only available method for quantifying re
gional myocardial blood flow in man. When Xe-133
is used as the radiotracer, there are a number of
inherent limitations to the technique. Xenon is more
soluble in fat than in myocardial tissue or blood. As
a result, washout of xenon from adipose tissues is
only about one-tenth as rapid as from myocardial
tissues with the same blood flow. This probably re
sults in some underestimation of blood flow to the
myocardium, and when repeated studies are per
formed, radioxenon within adipose tissues causes
substantial background radioactivity.

Another disadvantage of the radioxenon technique
is that repeat studies necessitate the recatheterization
of the artery feeding the organ of interest, since re
injection of Xe-i 33 is necessary for each measure
ment. Thus, the entire study must be performed in
the angiographic suite, and methods for enhancing
blood flow are limited to those mechanical and phar
macologic interventions that can be introduced with
the patient lying on the angiographic table (21,22).

Initial attempts to use the slRb@8lmKr system for
the measurement of blood flow have demonstrated
that flow measurements are possible only in organ
systems with high flow rates because of the short
physical half-life of Kr-8 1m. Furthermore, the brain
is not a suitable organ for this approach becausethe
transport of potassium analogues across the blood
brain barrier is exceedingly slow. This limits the tech
nique to organs with relatively high flow rates, such
as the myocardium, kidneys, and spleen. Attempts
to measure myocardial blood flow following an intra
venous injection of Rb-81 have been hampered by
a number of problems. First of all, rubidium is also
deposited in overlying structures. Secondly, krypton
returning to the right side of the heart from the rest
of the body (particularly the kidneys) makes accu

rate estimates of the Kr-8 1m count rate extremely
difficult. Finally, determination of the depth of the
myocardium within the body, in order to correct to
tissue attenuation, is difficult.

An alternative approach would be the direct in

jection of Rb-81 into the artery supplying the organ
of interest. Measurements could begin within one
minute of the injection of Rb-8i , since the Kr-8 1m
count rate (C2) approaches its equilibrium value
at a rate determined by kett. In the case of the heart,
the extraction fraction during a single pass of ru
bidium is 65 % (23) ; consequently, the great bulk
of the radiorubidium would be within the myocar
dium. Since the distribution of the rubidium would
be proportional to blood flow, there would not be
a disproportionate accumulation of the radiotracer
within pericardial fat. Furthermore, repeat injections
would not be necessary since the radioactive inert
gas would continue to be produced as long as the
parent remained in the myocardium. Since the half
time for the washout of rubidium from the myo
cardium is greater than one hour, it would be antici
pated that adequate time would be available for
estimation of flow under several physiologic condi
tions following a single intra-arterial injection.

This study suggests that 8IRb@sImKrcan be used
to measure regional blood flow in vivo with currently
available Na! detecting systems after the injection
of Rb-81 into the arterial systems supplying the
organ of interest. The simple crossover correction
used here was adequate for a wide variety of sample
purities and scattering conditions. While it has been
suggested that pure Rb-8 1 is required for accurate
assessment of flow (5) , the ratios measured with the
commercial samples contaminated with Rb-82m were
only slightly higher than those measured with the
pure samples. This is because the measurement is
based not on the ratio of Kr-8 im to Rb-81 , but
rather on flow-dependent changes in the Kr-8 1m
count rate from its value in the absence of flow.
Thus, the true Rb-81 count rate is not needed to
measure the flow accurately.

The advantages of pure 8lRb@@.@mKrare, then,
relatively minor. The Compton correction is smaller
for a pure sample, and the unnecessary patient dose
due to contaminating isotopes is eliminated. Further
more, the normalization of the Kr-8 1m count rate
to eliminate geometric effects drifts slowly with time
for a contaminated sample, due to the slow buildup
of Rb-82m. If Rb-82m contributes 30% of the
counts in the 511-keV photopeak (as is the case in
Fig. 2B), the normalization will drift by only c@1%
per hour. Thus, if the measurements with and with
out flow are made in rapid succession, this problem
becomes negligible. The advantages of a pure sam
ple must be weighed against the convenience and
availability of commercially produced Rb-81.

The most serious problem in the clinical applica
tion of this technique is the simulation of the zero
flow spectrum. The measured flow rate is extremely
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sensitive to errors in the zero-flow count rate (C20).
For example, an estimate of C2Â°that is 10% too
high will result in an erroneous overestimation of
flow of 42% when the true flow is 100 cc/mm per
100 gm. For in vivo studies, the zero-flow measure
ment could be obtained after injecting Rb-8 1 into
the balloon of a Swann-Gans catheter placed within
the left ventricle.

Another apparent problem is the overestimation
of flow at high flow rates. Since the deviation from
the predicted response was comparable over a wide
range of Compton corrections, it is not believed
that this deviation is due entirely to an overestima
tion of the Compton crossover, although such an
error would become increasingly important at high
flow rates and may be a contributing factor.

A more likely explanation of the deviation at high
flow rates is the difference in diffusivities between
the Xe-l 33 used to calibrate the phantom and the
Kr-81m used in the actual measurements. The re
sponse at high flow rates suggests that the washout
of Kr-8 im may be less limited by diffusion than is
that of Xe-i 33. This result is expected (24) on the
basis of the smaller molecular radius of Kr-8 1m, and
is, of course, an advantage in clinical applications.

The deviation from linearity seen in Fig. 6 must
then be interpreted as an upper limit to the inherent
inaccuracy of the technique when a simple linear
extrapolation is used to correct for the Compton
crossover. Both the accuracy and precision of the
flow measurements are adequate for most clinical
applications.

For regional flow measurements with an Anger
camera, complete energy spectra from each region
will not be available. Flow measurements may, how
ever, be based on the count rates in two windows,
one centered on the 190-keV Kr-8i m peak and
another on the Compton continuum. The count rate
of the Compton continuum (window 2) would be
used both to normalize the Kr-8 im count rate (win
dow 1) for geometry and to estimate the Compton
contribution in the Kr-8 1m window. A single com
plete energy spectrum could provide the ratio of the
Compton counts in window 2 to those in window 1,
based on the linear extrapolation used in this study.
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